
 

UK’s first hometel opens doors for glimpse behind the scenes 

Release: immediate 

The UK’s first hometel temporarily opened its doors this week to allow visitors the unique 

chance to see behind the scenes. 

Lamington Group, which is opening ‘room2’ in Southampton in June, held a hard hat tour, 

giving guests a sneak peek at the layout of the building as construction nears conclusion.  

Guests from the city’s business and tourism community were able to see some of the rooms 

that are close to being finished, with bathrooms and kitchens installed in the majority of them 

already, along with all essential services.  

Garnenne Interiors is leading on construction of the hometel, which was designed by Project 

Orange, a Shoreditch-based architectural firm specialising in unique concepts. It’s being built 

within an old office building, which is being gutted and completely renovated to make way for 

the new ‘hometel’ concept.  

A hometel bridges the gap between an Airbnb and a hotel. It features the kind of 

experiences you’d expect in a hotel like someone to check you in, daily cleaning, a large 

secure room with comfy king or twin beds and a bar downstairs. But it also features the best 

bits of home like a kitchen you can cook your own food in and a laundry room you can do 

your own washing in. 

Founder and managing director Robert Godwin said: “It was exciting to let people see inside 

room2 for the very first time. The construction project is well on-schedule and we’re looking 

forward to welcoming people back when we open our doors in June.” 

Bookings are already open for room2, which features: 

• 71 rooms, which all come with their own kitchen, large smart TVs, king or twin beds, 

comfortable seating area, fully equipped bathroom, USB chargers and free Wi-Fi  

• A selection of split level mezzanine bedrooms – perfect for families and small groups 

• Coffee bar with pastries and snacks 

• Larder style shop for guests to buy food and ingredients to cook in their rooms 

• Gym and workout space 

• Bar selling a range of craft beers, wines and spirits 

• Laundry facilities and external dry cleaning 



• Flexible communal space for working and socialising, known as ‘the Living Room’ 

Reflecting on why room2 chose Southampton to host the UK’s first ever hometel Robert 

said: “Southampton’s a growing city that’s recently seen significant investment across its 

retail and leisure industries. Tourism is booming and it’s not hard to see why. It’s an exciting 

city packed with innovation, a creative thinking culture and a bustling cruise port.  

“We couldn’t be more excited about opening our doors in Southampton in June and hope the 

hometel will form a blueprint for us to continue the hometel concept across the UK.” 

Find out more at www.room2.com 
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Pictured – Guests explore one of the mezzanine rooms at room2, which is taking 

shape 
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